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Applies To:
This article applies to Knowledge Management in the next SAP NetWeaver release.

Summary
The article gives a sneak preview of the new Web services for Knowledge Management & Collaboration
(KMC), which are part of the next SAP NetWeaver release.
By: Vedran Lerenc
Company: SAP AG
Date: 18.11.2005
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Introduction
With Knowledge Management (KM) in the next SAP NetWeaver release, we provide Web services on top of
KM, which allow you to use Knowledge Management not only on the Java platform, but on any Web serviceenabled platform in a remote scenario based on SOAP. The first version of the new Web services includes
the functions of the repository framework (core KM function) and access to the KM index management
service (KM search function). More services will follow in the future – Web services for Collaboration Rooms
are already planned.

Overview
With its repository framework and KMC services, KMC runs on a J2EE Engine. On top of this, KMC provides
a Web service access layer that allows access to the repository framework and KMC services from any
platform enabled for SOAP. You could even use KM Web services from a .NET platform!
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The Web services have been built using SAP’s Enterprise Service Infrastructure (ESI), the core of SAP’s
Enterprise Service Architecture (ESA). They were modeled and then generated. This procedure spared us a
lot of tedious and error-prone work and allowed us to concentrate on the real implementation, bridging from
the Web services to KM and back. The heart of the implementation is a Java Bean, which is called by ESI at
runtime.

API
You can find below an overview of the Web service methods currently supported for the repository framework:
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What you see are very prominent methods such as lookup(), findResources(), getProperty(), or getContent(),
but also lock()/unlock() and checkOut()/checkIn() as well as mass calls (operating on multiple resources in
one Web service call) to reduce the network traffic by reducing the number of calls. Mass calls are a very
important topic, because a Web services API must be designed with consideration of the fact that each call
has an overhead that depends on the network latency –in complete contrast to a Java API, for example,
where the single method call does not matter much and the time spent in the method call is more important
for the performance of the system. With Web services, the network latency and SOAP overhead becomes
very important – so reducing the number of calls is one goal in the design of Web service APIs. We have
taken that into account by providing mass calls for the most important methods such as lookupMass() and
getPropertyMass(), but we have also added a data structure named FetchGroup, which you can use to
control the actual data fields of the resources returned with the Web service calls. Using FetchGroup, you can
control whether or not optional data such as properties (and even which ones), content metadata, or certain
access URLs should be returned.
You can find below an overview of the Web service methods currently supported for the index management
service:
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Here we have added the means to create or query indexes and, most importantly, to search for resources
within KM. All calls potentially returning a lot of resources can be handled in chunks, that is, you can specify
that you want to receive the first 10 results, then, with the next call, the next 10 results, and so on. We have
added these means because data volume is significant in a remote scenario with XML marshalling and
unmarshalling (with regard to processing time, memory consumption, and network capacity for the verbose
XML data) and something like Java iterators are not available in Web services, of course.

Sample
Its is not easy to present some standard samples, because a Web service consumer uses their own
infrastructure to generate a proxy to our Web services and this proxy depends on the infrastructure, platform,
and language chosen. But that is also the great thing about Web services – no one is bound to a specific
environment – it is an open standard!
The tool we at SAP use to test Web services deployed on the SAP J2EE Engine is the SAP Web Service
Navigator, which is part of ESI. The screenshots above are from this tool. You can pick a method from the list
in the UI, parameterize it, and execute it and receive the return structure in a tree view. We do this below for
the most prominent method, lookup():
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You can see here on the left-hand side that we have requested a resource with the RID /documents. We want
a GUID for it and content metadata, if available. We do not want any properties or URLs to be attached to the
resource (constant 1). On the right-hand side, you can see the result: The data transfer object for the
resource with default fields and the GUID as requested in the FetchGroup along with the lookup() call.
From a programming perspective, this request depends only on your Web service infrastructure and the
generated proxy or generic API for Web services in your Web service infrastructure. But the logic always
remains the same: Create and fill out your parameter data structures, make the call, and evaluate the
returned data structure(s). In the event of errors, you receive SOAP faults that are based on our central
exception handling for Web services.
Statistic and performance data is stored internally and can be retrieved using Web service methods
generated in addition to all our Web services, so you can also use Web Services for remote evaluation of the
latest exception, number of calls, and processing time.
We also provide JavaDoc-like documentation for all Web services, describing the methods, complex types,
fields, exceptions, and even constants for fields for complex types, like the two you have seen in the sample
for the lookup() call for properties and URLs. In doing this, we hope to have laid a good foundation for the
consumers of our Web services to easily implement remote KM scenarios on whatever platform they chose.
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